
Update: Technology Committee Meeting 
March 9, 2016 
 
Methodology for Change in Technology 
We continue to use Design Thinking for our change process in technology. This involves 

selecting technology solutions in narrow iterations to rapidly implement and test prototypes. We 

don’t scale any new prototype unless we can determine its success, which is gauged using the 

following criteria: 

1. The Tech prototype must have a positive effect on student achievement  appropriate 

assessment data, observations of student engagement and a noted impact on effective 

instruction as measured by such frameworks as the SAMR Model.  

2. The Tech prototype does not require a lot of training and has the chance of going “viral,” 

as the teachers want it and “have to” have it. 

3. The teachers view the ongoing, long term and sustained use of the Tech solution as 

making their lives easier, not harder.  

 

Approved Strategic Directions and Alignment of Technology Directions  
Our Board approved Strategic Directions align with our previous Tech Committee’s themes. 
(instruction, wellness and “the stuff”). The alignment of our previous three themes to our Tech 

Strategic Directions can be seen in this link, Strategic Directions Technology which is color 
coded to align to our Strategic Directions. In this link, you also will see our preamble of “beliefs” 

that echo a lot of what we heard when Erik facilitated our input session at our last meeting. 

 

Progress Report on Technology 
Our spreadsheet entitled, MPCSD Tech Design Thinking shows our progress in two areas:  

1. Click the tab, “Prototype, test and scale” to see the current state of all of our work. This 
is a work in progress. It describes not only each prototype, but this document is “live” 

and is owned by Al, Jenn and our Tech Coaches, Theresa and Jonathan. This 

spreadsheet  documents what is working or not based on our prototype criteria. 

2. Click the Tab entitled, “Empathy, Discovery and Ideation” to see what’s on the 
horizon. This displays what we are discovering inside and outside of our public school 
space. It’s an attempt at coordinating and sharing ideas of what to potentially start trying 

out (i.e., prototyping). In both tabs, Empathy is utilized  whether we are testing existing 

prototypes or discovering new technologies.  

 

Questions and Discussion: Methodology, Technology Directions and Progress 
Thoughts and reactions to any of the above.  

 

Feedback and Input: Discovery and Ideation 
At this meeting it is our intention to spend the majority of our time engaged with you listening to 

your ideas about our process and potential  tech prototypes to consider. 

 

Closure and Next Steps 
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 What If.... SD Direction
2016-22

Why Purpose/Description Who/Where Impact/Outcome Metrics Privacy Issues Financial Impact SAMR
Substitution,
Augmentation,
Modification,
Redefinition

Empathy Potential to Scale (Red, Yellow
or Green)

Decision and Scope to Scale???
(Students have a great ed exp.
Easier on the teacher, end user
loves it, teachers find value,
cheap to scale)

Nearpod/App Wellness SD #4
Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2, 6

Establish K-5
Digital
Citizenship
Curriculum
and Delivery
Model

Nearpod is a classroom tool for teachers to engage students with interactive lessons &
assessments that students can access on any device. We are piloting the  Nearpod
app to deliver Common Sense Media's digital citizenship curriculum to all classes in
grades 3-5.
We decided to pilot this at a school with 5th grade, because Nearpod is an especially
great tool for a 1:1 setting.  Encinal digital citizenship lessons are delivered during
library time, so their 5th grade teachers will end up with limited exposure to Nearpod.
The Digital Citizenship lessons in grades 3-5 using NearPod began  at Oak Knoll in
January. Nearpod's Director of Content  provided onsite professional development to
Oak Knoll and Encinal staff.

Tech Coaches Jonathan
& Theresa   All K-5
Classes Encinal, Oak
Knoll, Laurel

How might we ensure that all K-5
students receive consistent
instruction on safe and healthy use
of technology, and apply that
learning to their own technology
interactions?

For post-
assessment:
Common
Sense Media
Interactive
Assessments
(one for each
unit for each
grade level)

Students do
not have
individual
accounts.
Access is via
the code
provided by
the teacher.
Students use
first names
only on online
assessment,
student data is
not stored.
Student
/teacher
emails are
encrypted.

Nearpod is providing
one free "school
license" as a pilot
program for this year
only.

A/M

Calicom Ultraboard/Software &
App

Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2  & 3
Infrastructure SD
#5
Prototype, Test
and Scale SD # 1
Empathy,
Discover, Ideate
SD #7

Increase
student
collaboration
with Tech
tools in the
classroom,
build bridges
between sites,
repurpose and
fully utilize
existing
SMARTBoard
technology

At the District level, we have started our pilot of the Calicom screen software called
UltraBoard. We have installed 2 new SMART TV’s and computers to begin the
deployment of the prototype in the Superintendent’s office and the TERC room.  We
are workimg with the Calicom team to prototype a seamless interface with our existing
SMARTBoards.

Founder, Ramaprasanna
Chellamuthu  Jennifer
Kollmann & Al Hart

How might we utilize this new
software to increase collaboration
across the District and within
classrooms.

Observation/
Teacher and
student
surveys

Keyboarding Without
Tears/On-line learning

Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2

To increase
level of
student
keyboarding
skills ,
preparation for
tech tasks
required of
new SBAC
platform

Keyboarding Without Tears is a program that builds touch typing fluency and speed,
includes general computer readiness and digital citizenship skills,  is developmentally
appropriate by grade level, provides game-based lessons and activities and makes
cross-curricular connections. It also includes a digital citizenship component.
is web-based, compatible with Mac computers, Chromebooks, iPads, and tablets. For
many years our elementary schools have implemented Type to Learn to assist our
students with learning keyboarding skills. With SBAC, our teachers quickly realized the
need to provide our students with more enhanced instruction to master the new skills
required to effectively navigate the testing platform. Given this need and after much
research, our elementary schools chose to pilot the Keyboarding Without Tears
program in all grades 2-4.

Encinal, Laurel &
OakKnoll All grades 2-4

How might we increase the level of
student keyboarding skills and
prepare our students for the tech
tasks required of new SBAC
platform?

Observation/
Teacher and
student
surveys; skills
assessments
built into the
program.

SPARK PE/ Digital Curriculum Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2

The PE K-5
teachers need
to support the
Gen. Ed
teachers with
the
implementatio
n of PE and
consistent
progressive
standards and
curriculum.

Spark is an Elementary Physical Education (PE) program designed to be more
inclusive, active, and fun than traditional PE classes. Aligned with National Standards,
SPARK PE lessons are easy to learn and easy to teach. SPARK PE has proven to
work with both elementary physical education specialists and classroom teachers. We
decided to pilot  digital SPARK curriculum 2015-16 for grades K-2 and 3-6. SPARK
has been one of the PE teachers'  strong interests as it is digital and can be opened
on the iPad. The digital file provides access to all activities with instructional videos
and music, and is optimized to use with our new teacher iPads. In addition to using it
themselves, the PE teachers would like to determine how easily it can by used by
classroom teachers to support their PE minutes. As a K-5 team they will evaluate the
curriculum as a pilot for this year.

http://www.sparkpe.org/what-is-spark/

Encinal, Oak Knoll,
Laurel K-2 3-6

How might we support the Gen. Ed
teachers with the implementation of
consistent progressive PE standards
and curriculum?

Observation/
Teacher and
student
surveys; skills
assessments
built into the
program.

OverDrive/Ebooks Infrastructure SD
#5   Prototype,
Test and Scale
SD # 1

Explore
providing
access to local
libaries  and
books on-line
especially
given our
increased iPad
implementatio
n.

Overdrive is a digital distributor of eBooks, audiobooks, music, and video titles.
HV started with a small collection in 2014 with  fewer than 250 ebooks.  HV is currently
providing over 500 eBooks. Hillview currenlty uses  the program for student
recreational reading, although they are investigating how it would work for classroom
sets.

Hillview (Encinal under
exploration)

How might we provide greater
access to ebooks and related digital
tools (annotating, highlighting,
electronic dictionary) for all students
in 1:1 ipad grade levels?

Usage data

TenMarks/On-line learning Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2, 3   Prototype,
Test and Scale
SD # 1

Needed on-
line Math
Support as the
new Math
adoption tech
resources are
inadequate fro
preparation for
the SBAC

TenMarks provides personalized online math practice aligned to the CCSS and
enrichment programs for grades 1-12 using a structured approach of practice.
TenMarks’ approach is based on three core principles: Personalized learning, On-
Demand instruction and assistance and Practice helps which includes on-demand
hints, video lessons and real-time results.

Encinal, Oak Knoll,
Laurel All grades 3-5

How might we support the
implementation of the new Math
Expressions Curriculum and provide
differnetiated reinfornacemnt and
practivce for stuents?

Dashboard of
Usage data
with multiple
achievement
indicators,
assignments
compleyted,
acess to help
and
interventions
with improved
outcomes
identified,
collected
monthly,
SBAC results

We will be setting up
two TenMarks Empathy
Focus Groups by the
end of March with
teachers across the
District. We plan on
having two groups of 9
teachers each who are
“low-users, mid-level
users and high-level
users”. Our goal is to
elevate our awareness
of the end user
experience with
TenMarks, and to really
hear what teachers
think about the
effectiveness of
TenMarks as a tool in
the classroom.

Dreambox/On-line learning Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2       Prototype,
Test and Scale
SD # 1

Needed On-
line Math
support K-2
and for all
Spanish
Immersion
Classes

DreamBox on-line individually tailors every math lesson and ensures that students
work in their optimal learning zone. This math learning curriculum connects to coming
assessments, effectively builds conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, and
college and career readiness. Every subscription includes both Spanish and English.

Encinal, Oak Knoll,
Laurel

How might we provide both English-
only and Spanish Immersion
classrooms access to high quality,
personalized development of math
concepts, skills, and problem
solving?

Can access
reports which
show levels of
mastery for
each standard
at each grade
level, as well
as correlation
between
usage minutes
and progress.

Clever/Online learning
Platform

Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2, 3
Infrastructure SD
#5    Prototype,
Test and Scale
SD # 1

The
management
of District
online learning
software is
growing and
becoming
more
problematic

Under exploration by IT department. Clever's technology extracts student information
from legacy databases and exposes that data securely to authorized online learning
providers over the Clever inerface. MPCSD is investigating a partnership with Clever
as an approach to continue to improve technology.

Al Hart How might we provide seamless
syncing capabilty with multiple
district subscriptions and log ins?



 What If.... SD Direction
2016-22

Why Purpose/Description Who/Where Impact/Outcome Metrics Privacy Issues Financial Impact SAMR
Substitution,
Augmentation,
Modification,
Redefinition

Empathy Potential to Scale (Red, Yellow
or Green)

Decision and Scope to Scale???
(Students have a great ed exp.
Easier on the teacher, end user
loves it, teachers find value,
cheap to scale)

Lexia Core 5/Online learning Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2 & 3 Prototype,
Test and Scale
SD # 1

Needed
supplemental
adaptive
reading
program to
support
teachers in
providing
individualized,
differentiated
reading
instruction

Lexia Reading Core5 provides explicit, systematic, personalized learning in the six
areas of reading instruction, and delivers norm-referenced performance data and
analysis without interrupting the flow of instruction to administer a test.  Designed
specifically to meet the Common Core and the most rigorous state standards, this
research-proven, technology-based approach accelerates reading skills development,
predicts students’ year-end performance and provides teachers data-driven action
plans to help differentiate instruction.

Laurel (since 2013) How might we maximize our reading
instruction minutes to ensure every
child receives explicit instruction on
the skills most needed in order to
progress in literacy?

Can track
growth by
Lexia level, as
well as access
reports that
delineate
mastery of
particular
literacy skills.

iPad Carts K-5 Pilot/Devices Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2, 3
Infrastructure #5
Prototype, Test
and Scale SD # 1

Increasing
tech access K-
5

All elementary school sites now have access to iPad Carts (25 iPads per cart) allowing
whole class use of iPads for teaching and learning. The cart breakdown is Encinal 4
carts, Oak Knoll 4 carts and Laurel 3 carts.

Encinal, Oak Knoll, Laure How might we increase tech access
K-5 to leverage the existing district
wide investment with iOS devices

Increased
access and
feedback

Chromebooks K-5
Pilot/Devices

Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2, 3
Infrastructure #5
Prototype, Test
and Scale SD # 1

Increasing
tech access K-
5  at
significantly
reduced costs,
Integration
with Google,
SBAC

Each of the three elementary school sites are piloting a cart of 30 Chromebooks with
Google Chromebook Management from MPCSD Google Domain Administration.

Encinal, Oak Knoll, Laure How might we increase tech access
K-5 at significantly reduced costs
and seamlessly support the
integration with Google and SBAC
implementation.

Empathy
Conversations
with students
and Staff

Avg $400/per device
with warranty and
google mannagement
system.

At Encinal, two
Empathy sessions were
facilitated by Maurice
Gyhsels and the
students in 5th grade
classes with Ms. Mattos
and Ms. Meister.

Embark Labs/Coding CS
Curriculum & PD

Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2, 3 & 6
Prototype, Test
and Scale SD # 1

Interest to
integrate CS
and Coding
seamlessly
into the
classroom,
build teacher
capacity,
knowledge
and skills.

Embark Labs offers a complete cross curricular STEM program. Through inquiry,
discovery, and problem solving, students develop a deep understanding of CS
concepts as they pertain to coding/programing. The curriculum, designed by educators
for educators, is aligned with the ISTE NETS for students and teachers as well as the
Common Core Standards. Embark Labs has established a train the teacher model and
a comprehensive hands-on curriculum that de-mystifies the complexity of coding and
directly relates to our approach with Design thinking in the classroom.

MPCSD hosted 2 Embark Labs Teaser/Previews in our District  facilitated by Jessie
Arora (the founder and CEO of Embark Labs) and Brian Van Dyck, (CalStateTEACH
faculty and Google certified teacher) this Fall to determine if there was staff interest.
The response was extremely positive and we had 7 teachers partcipate in a 2 day
hands on training and they are now implementing small scale pilots in their classrooms
thisSpring. this year.

Jennifer Kollmann
Encinal, Oak Knoll,
Laurel Teachers trained:
Jane Benion, Lela Ward,
Denise Healy, Jon
Coldoff, Michelle
Betancourt, Blythe
Bulkin, Susan Preston

How might we build teacher
capacity, knowledge and skills in
computer science and coding?

Observation/
Teacher and
student
projects,
surveys

Curriculum kit
$1000/each PD 2days-
$450/pp

CS First/Coding Curriculum Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2, 3 & 6
Prototype, Test
and Scale SD # 1

Interest to
integrate CS
and Coding
seamlessly
into the
calssroom,
build teacher
capacity,
knowledhge
and skills.

CS First provides free, easy-to-use computer science (CS) enrichment materials that
target and engage a diverse student population. CS-First is a completely web-based
program that introduces students to CS and Coding using the Scratch drag and drop
coding language. Because it is web-based the advisory group can utilize the
Chromebooks instead of Macs or iPads. Jon Coldoff is prototyping CS First in an
Advisory class led by Janet Meister. The advisory program started Dec. 2 and will
meet 10 times total for 45 minutes each time. 30 students signed up for this advisory
option. Each CS-First club is focused on a central theme (Fashion & Design, Art,
Friends, Animation, etc.). This club's theme is storytelling and emphasizes creativity
by encouraging members to tell a different story everyday.

Encinal Tech Coach Jon
Coldoff, 4/5 Advisory
Class at Encinal with
Janet Meister

How might we build teacher
capacity, knowledge and skills in
computer science and coding?

Observation,
teacher
feedback

Free of charge

MineCraft Lunch Club/coding Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2, 3   Prototype,
Test and Scale
SD # 1

Increase tech
recess options
for all
students,
increase
female Interest
in technology,
integrate CS
and Coding
seamlessly
into the
classroom,
build teacher
capacity,
knowledge
and skills.

Two Minecraft Lunch Club cohorts for students were launched in grades 3-5 at Oak
Knoll. This club  meets for 30 minutes during lunch recess on Monday and Friday. The
club will be using a form of Minecraft called Minecraft EDU (https://minecraftedu.com/)
which was created to harness the educational capability and potential of the
immensely popular original version of Minecraft. One of the primary inspirations for
this lunch club was to provide additional recess options for students to choose from.
The leadership at Oak Knoll had heard for many years that there was broad interest by
the students in technologically minded recess offerings. Oak Knoll offers a coding club
for students interested in learning the computer language called Scratch. Oak Knoll
has also identified the need to get more young women involved in the world of
technology.

Oak Knoll Tech Coach
Jon Coldoff

How might we Increase tech recess
options for all students, increase
female Interest in technology,  and
integrate CS and Coding seamlessly
into the classroom, build teacher
capacity, knowledge and skills?
OK plans on replacing the traditional
California Mission building project
that many 4th grade classrooms use
as the culminating project of the core
social studies unit with a virtual
mission build in the Minecraft World.

Closed server
only
open/available
duriing club
times or
Mission
building week.

Minecraft Server $41
(1), student user
licenses $14 each (25),
toal for 2015/16 = $391

Google Classroom Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2, 3   Prototype,
Test and Scale
SD # 1

Alternative to
Edmodo for
younger
students,
provides a
workflow
solution that
easily
integrates with
google
education
suite.

Classroom is a free web-based platform that integrates your Google Apps for
Education account with all your Google Apps services, including Google Docs, Gmail,
and Google Calendar. It’s designed to save time and paper.

Classroom also creates Drive folders for each assignment and for each class to help
keep everyone organized. Teachers can attach material from their Drive folders to
assignments they create. Students can also attach files from their Drive folders to
coursework they submit in Classroom. Any files submitted as part of an assignment
are automatically stored in Google Drive.

Students can keep track of what’s due on the assignments page and on Calendar and
begin working with just a click. Teachers can quickly see who has or hasn't completed
the work, and provide direct, real-time feedback and grades right in Classroom.

All grades 3-5 How might we provide a K-5
classroom workflow solution

Collaborative Classroom
setup/Devices

Infrastructure #5
Prototype Test
and Scale SD # 1

Alternative
classroom
setup instead
of
SMARTboard
and classroom
projectors

As we move forward with the classroom design of the new upper Laurel campus and
the reality that the SMARTBoard could become obsolete, the District has an interest in
exploring alternative classroom set ups incorporating newer technology, but not losing
previous functionality. District purchased a 65" LED Smart HDTV, HDMI Doc Camera
and Apple TV for deployment as a prototype classroom set up.

Erin Pindar - EN,   Vince
Lopez - OK,   Ruth
Peterson - LA

How might we design the MPCSD
classroom of the future and provide
an optimal projection experience and
teaching space?

Collaborative Classroom
setup/Devices Yamaha
Soundbar

Infrastructure #5
Prototype Test
and Scale SD # 1

Alternative
classroom
audio setup

As we move forward with the classroom design of the new upper Laurel campus the
District has an interest in exploring alternative classroom set ups incorporating newer
technology, but not losing previous functionality.

Prototype slated for Ruth
Peterson - LA and Vince
Lopez - OK

How might we design the MPCSD
classroom of the future and provide
an optimal projection experience and
teaching space?

Observation,
student and
teacher
feedback

Audio sound system and
wireless Microphone /Devices
RedCat Audio System

Infrastructure #5
Wellness SD #4
Prototype Test
and Scale SD # 1

To provide
students with
a way to
clearly hear
the teacher
and reduce
strain on
teacher voice

The use of classroom audio systems will help ensure the teacher’s voice sounds clear
no matter where students sit. There are numerous studies that report tremendous
benefits from the increase in the soundfield which includes such things as doubling
reading growth, greater student achievement, easier classroom management, and
heightened teacher energy.

EN Kinder classrooms How might we design the MPCSD
classroom of the future and provide
an optimal audio environment which
reduces strain on teacher voice?

Observation,
student and
teacher
feedback

Casper Focus/App Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2, 3
Infrastructure #5
Prototype, Test
and Scale SD # 1

The use of the
iPad continues
to grow in
education,
teachers need
classroom
management
software to
create a
positive,
productive
classroom
experience.

With the Casper Focus app, teachers can gain student attention, transition to specific
apps or web pages, conduct secure assessments, and personalize learning. Teachers
can guide classes through apps and webpages, or temporarily restrict students to a
single app or webpage on their iPad in order to help keep them on task.

Under investigation by
Hillview

How might we make the
management of software in the
classroom more seamless and
effective for teachers?

Observation
and teacher
feedback



 What If.... SD Direction
2016-22

Why Purpose/Description Who/Where Impact/Outcome Metrics Privacy Issues Financial Impact SAMR
Substitution,
Augmentation,
Modification,
Redefinition

Empathy Potential to Scale (Red, Yellow
or Green)

Decision and Scope to Scale???
(Students have a great ed exp.
Easier on the teacher, end user
loves it, teachers find value,
cheap to scale)

Hour of Code Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2, 3   Prototype,
Test and Scale
SD # 1

Interest to
integrate CS
and Coding
seamlessly into
the classroom,
build student
capacity,
knowledge and
skills.

During one week in December, schools worldwide were invited to engage students
with the Hour of Code. Last year was Hillview's first Hour of Code event and this year
HV again created a special schedule to allow students to explore the world of
computer programming during a one-hour, end-of-day event.  More than 10
classrooms also participated in he Hour of Code at Laurel this year, in the first-ever
school-wide event, reaching more than 225 students.

District wide How might we student capacity,
knowledge and skills in computer
science and coding?

Observation
and teacher
feedback

Code Studio Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#2, 3   Prototype,
Test and Scale
SD # 1

Interest to
integrate CS
and Coding
seamlessly
into the
classroom,
build student
capacity,
knowledge
and skills.

Teachers that have identified a continued interest in coding but did not have the need
or desire to join the Embark Labs training or CS First have been guided in the use of
"Code Studio" where they can go beyond the hour of code. The studio allows teachers
the opportunity to register classes for free and sign them up for a variety of 10 and 20-
hour long self-paced computer science courses. Courses are geared toward pre-
readers, beginners, intermediate and more advanced users.

Encinal, Oak Knoll, Laure How might we student capacity,
knowledge and skills in computer
science and coding?

Observation
and teacher
feedback

BreakoutEDU Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#3 Prototype,
Test and Scale
SD # 1

IT and Ed
Services will
be prototyping
applications in
classrooms as
well as in staff
meetings and
teacher
trainings.

Breakout EDU creates ultra-engaging learning games for people of all ages. Games
(Breakouts) teach teamwork, problem solving, critical thinking, and troubleshooting by
presenting participants with challenges that ignite their natural drive to problem-solve.

Breakouts are perfect for classrooms and staff trainings. Speciality K-12 Breakouts
can be used to teach core academic subjects including math, science, history,
language arts and have embedded standards that apply problem solving strategies
within a real world OR collaborative setting. IT and Ed Services will be prototyping
applications in classrooms as well as in staff meetings and teacher trainings.

IT and Ed Services
Departments

How might we provide new ways to
engage students and staff in learning
through teamwork building activities?

Observation,
student and
teacher
feedback

SWIVL Infrastructure #5
Prototype Test
and Scale SD # 1

Desire to
archive tech
trainings to
reinforce
lerning and
build teacher
tech capacity,
develop
coaching
tools.

SWIVL is a robotic attachment that enables an iPad to follow a presenter in 360
degrees of rotational travel and 10 degrees of horizontal movement. The robot follows
a remote, via infrared signal, that the presenters wears or holds. The remote also
conatins a microphone. Video and sound are captured along with uploaded slide
presentations.  IT and Ed Services will be prototyping applications in classrooms as
well as at teacher trainings.

IT and Ed Services
Departments

How might we archive tech trainings
to reinforce learning and develop
coaching tools?

Observation,
teacher
feedback

Wired iPad Keyboard/Devices Infrastructure #5
Prototype Test
and Scale SD # 1

To increase
level of
student
keyboarding
skills, reduce
need of iPad
cases with
integrated
keyboard and
to meet SBAC
requirements

The use of a traditional full-size keyboard offers a more precise and comfortable typing
experience. It also helps reduce the loss of screen size with "on-screen keyboard" and
frees up more space to maximize the screen size learning experience. A user can
quickly access iPad and iOS functions such as copy and paste with the integrated
keyboard shortcut at a fingers reach.

Hillview How might we improve the student
keyboarding experience for our
students?

Observation,
student and
teacher
feedback

Student Data Privacy
Committee

Wellness SD #4 Required
FERPA
notificaton to
parents
necessitates a
review of all
current tech
use and
protocols.

MPCSD has convened a Student Data Privacy Committee to review our practices,
tech tools and current (Acceptable Use Policy) AUP. The committee will develop a
protocol for evaluating current and future technology tools from a student data privacy
lens. We’ll also be creating a communication plan that informs parents on what tools
students use and the data policies of those tools.

District Committee
comprised of
administrators and one
parent with support from
legal counsel.

How might we ensure our student
data and privacy are protected?

Approved
policies

Summit Mastery Learning
Portal - Facebook

Prototype, Test
and Scale SD #
1Empathy,
Discover, Ideate
SD #7

Need for
personalized
learning
platform

MPCSD is exploring how mastery and personalized learning models of instruction and
assessment can be implemented using third-party technology and curriculum services
and products. These services and products include, but are not limited to, the "Summit
Basecamp" Personalized Learning Management tool designed by neighboring Summit
Charter Schools and scaled and promoted by Facebook.

MPCSD

SeeSaw Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#1,2,3 Prototype,
Test and Scale
SD # 1

A desire to
create student
digital
portfolios

Seesaw allows students to create digital portfolios in any classrooom. It empowers
students to independently document what they are learning at school.
Students can “show what they know” using photos, videos, drawings, text, PDFs, and
links. You can also import directly from most popular apps. Spanish Immersion Kinder
at Encinal would like to try this site as a way to increase parent participation and  as a
communication tool re student progress.

Jon Coldoff, Maria
Teresa,  Encinal

How might we showcase and archive
student work throughout a student's
MPCSD career?

The school
dashboard
provides
actionable
data on how
Seesaw is
being used so
you can
measure
community
engagement
and
technology
utilization. it
includes
school-wide
stats, and
usage by
classroom or
student.

Need to request quote-
can sign up for free

Virtual Reality/Classroom
tools/Google Cardboard

Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#1,2,3 Prototype,
Test and Scale
SD # 1

To create
immersive low
cost
educational
experiences
like no other

These simple, versatile, tools can immerse students in virtual reality experiences. With
Google cardboard, we can send students  on adventures like a visit through the
Arctic’s Northwest Passage, Machu Picchu, or to experience life as a Syrian Refugee,
all in 360° videos and images. Students can even create and document their own 360°
tours.

Under investigation

Aurasma/App Ed Tech
Vision/Teaching
and Learning SD
#1,2,3 Prototype,
Test and Scale
SD # 1

Increase
engagement
and provide
students with
new ways to
interact in their
world.

Aurasma is changing the way we interact with the world. The app allows you to turn
everyday objects, images, and places into new opportunities for engagement through
striking augmented reality experiences.

Under investigation
Encinal - on K-5 app
image

What if we could bring static
classrooms, newsletters, yearbooks
and student work to life?


